
GLENGARY GLEN ROSS 
 
I’ll admit it: I was a little sceptical, for what some might say were sexist reasons, when I 
heard of the Little Y Theatre Company’s all-female production of David Mamet’s 1984 
Pulitzer Prize winning Glengarry Glen Ross. Before anyone gets worked up, no, I wasn’t 
undermining the talent and ability of the actresses; rather, it is the distinctive masculine 
style of Mamet’s writing. 
 
It was somewhat hard to envision the ‘mamet-speak’ dialogue, such as “Are you gonna 
take it? Are you man enough to take it?”, being delivered by women. Not only were these 
actresses man enough to take it, but they proved me incredibly wrong leaving both the 
audience and myself hungry for more. 
 
Directed by Mark Storen, this is Little Y’s fourth outing, after 2011’s well received and 
award winning production Slut. It is pleasing to see such great work being produced in 
Perth and watching a number of small theatre companies grow over the years. The Blue 
Room has showcased some of these amazing local productions this year and Glengarry 
Glen Ross is no exception to the rule. 
 
The play opens in a Chinese restaurant as ageing real-estate agent Shelley (Leanne 
Curren) begs his boss John (Georgia King) for some hot leads on potential buyers, 
desperate for a break, whatever he can get.. Switch to Moss (Alexandra Nell) who is 
intent on improving his luck by means of thievery; the only problem is he needs George 
(Holly Garvey) to help him succeed. Enter Rick Roma (Ella Hetherington), the top agent 
in his office, who spots the timid Link (Caris Eves) and the perfect opportunity for another 
sale. 
 
What follows is a fast paced and intense second act that never loses your attention as it 
races to its conclusion, with plenty of outbursts along the way. It is a fantastic piece of 
theatre that tears away the masculine stereotype and presents a view to us that women 
can be just as deceitful, just as cold and just as desperate as any man. Little Y’s 
interpretation is an effective illustration of women’s increasing presence and rise up the 
corporate ladder since the play’s origins in the 1990s. 
 
It is hard to pick faults in the production. The set is simple and is expertly utilized. The 
scene changes are a thing of beauty, skilfully ripping you from a scene, allowing you just 
enough time for reflection, before plunging you straight back into a new chapter. 
Joe Lui’s lighting creates a sombre and somewhat despairing atmosphere for the first act, 
before taking us into the harsh track lighting of the office world. Fiona Bruce’s costuming 
presents to us classic black business attire with a hint of femininity and characterization 
allowed. 
 
 
 
 
 



 
All the actresses deliver exceptionally well. Curran’s Shelley is a masterful performance 
who you cannot help but offer sympathy for his pathetic fall from grace. Hetheringon’s 
Rick steals scenes and delivers dialogue in such a manner that she has the audience’s 
full attention, no question about it. Nell is amusing as the resentful and explosive Moss. 
Garvey’s George is a perfect expression of loss of confidence. Georgia King is 
disgustingly cold and selfish whilst Eve is the perfect choice for the timid, naïve character 
of Link. Also worth mentioning is Verity Softly’s performance as the unnerving Baylen, 
which provides an authorative strength that is in direct contrast to the rest of the cast. 
It is without a doubt one of the most entertaining shows that has been put on at the Blue 
Room this season and is an excellent way to cap off a year in theatre. Do yourself a 
favour: man up, book a ticket and enjoy a night out. You certainly won’t regret it, that is 
for sure. 
Written by Jacob Canale. 
	  


